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connection will drain the battery faster. If it is not possible to keep the
iPad plugged into a power source while using the Bluetooth interface,
it may be advisable to purchase a battery pack to extend the battery
life. The Mophie battery pack that I recommended in the section on
braille displays is also a good option for people who use Bluetooth
switch interfaces.
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Other helpful accessories include external speakers for users of
alternative and augmentative communication (AAC) apps or a stylus
for those who have motor impairments. RJ Cooper makes a Bluetooth
speaker for the iPad, and the X-mini v1.1 is a less expensive, more
lightweight option.
Many companies make a stylus for the iPad. Two of my favourites are the Pogo stylus and the Soft-Touch stylus, both of which are
recommended by Apple on its accessibility site as well. The
Cosmonaut stylus from Studioneat (www.studioneat.com) is shaped
more like a thick crayon, and may be a good option for students
with motor difficulties who need a thicker stylus. The same is true
of the AluPen from Just-Mobile. For those who have difficulty with
gripping a stylus, a T-shaped iPad Steady stylus is available by visiting the Etsy online store of seller shapedad (www.etsy.com/shop/
shapedad).
For users who are not able to hold a stylus, the iPad MouthStick
stylus (also from shapedad on Etsy) combines a mouthpiece, a pointer
and a conductive plug for hands-free use of the stylus, which is held
in the mouth. Another option for hands-free use is the Capacitive
HeadPointer from RJ Cooper. This pointer is worn on top of the head
to allow someone with limited mobility to interact with the touch
screen device thorough head movements.
Keyguards for a number of communication apps are available
from a company called Lasered Pics (www.laseredpics.biz). These
keyguards act as an overlay that guides the user to tap the right
symbol or button on the screen, and they can be helpful for people
with motor or cognitive impairments.
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Popover With Define Option for the Dictionary

Figure 3.2
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Figure 3.1
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3. Tap anywhere outside the popover window to dismiss the dictionary when you are done reading the definition.
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The built-in dictionary provides vocabulary help for students
while making it possible for them to stay on task. Rather than having
to switch apps to open a separate dictionary app when they want to
look up an unfamiliar word (which may cause them to lose focus), the
built-in dictionary can be opened at any time without exiting the current app. Once a they have read the definition, students can quickly
return to the text and pick up right where they left off.
I prefer to use the built-in dictionary whenever possible because
of its convenience, but a number of third-party dictionary apps are
also available with additional features such pronunciation:
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Verbally is a text-to-speech app with word prediction. Some
core words and frequently spoken phrases are provided with
both versions, but the phrases can only be edited with the premium version. The premium version also adds higher-quality
Acapela voices, a conversation history for recalling previously
spoken phrases and the ability to organise phrases using folders. The text to speech can be set to speak each word as the user
types it, and the keyboard includes a button for playing a
sound to get the other person’s attention.
• Predictable
A$169.99
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Predictable is a text-to-speech and word prediction app that has
support for one and two switch access with visual scanning
(using switch interfaces from Therapy Box or RJ Cooper). A
touch-anywhere feature also allows the entire screen to be used
as a switch with a scanning mode. In addition to the onscreen
keyboard, the app also has support for handwriting input. As
with similar apps, Predictable includes the option to save frequently used phrases and to organise them into categories that
can include images (either included clipart or your own images).
A nice feature of this app is the ability to share the messages in
email messages or as Tweets or Facebook status updates.
• Speak It!
A$1.99
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This simple and inexpensive text-to-speech app includes word
highlighting. In addition to the included U.S. and British
English male and female voices, a few additional voices in
other languages are available as in-app purchases. Spoken
phrases can be saved for later use or converted into audio files
that can be emailed to someone else.

Apps for Language Development
Checkpoint 5.3—Build fluencies with graduated levels of support for
practice and performance.
A number of apps have been developed by speech language
pathologists to help children who have difficulties with articulation
or speech sound production. While parents can use these apps at
CO1055 • 9781760011055 • © 2014 Hawker Brownlow Education
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While I mentioned this app in the learning and literacy chapter
for its recording capabilities that can be used for note taking,
SoundAMP R is really a sound amplification app that can be
used to amplify classroom sounds for a student who has a difficult time hearing the teacher or other students. While wearing
headphones, the student can use sliders to tune the sound for
different frequencies in either the centre, left or right sides of
the sound field. A Zoom slider filters out background sounds to
allow the student to hear the teacher or another speaker more
clearly or to focus on background sounds when it can be helpful for safety. SoundAMP R supports multitasking, making it
possible to continue using the app even after switching to
another task on the device (surfing the Web, answering emails,
etc.). The app can record the last 30 seconds of audio in the
background. This is helpful for a student who has missed
something important the teacher has said in class. A quick tap
of the Replay button and the student can listen to what was
said again.
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• Awareness! The Headphone App
A$8.99
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Awareness is another sound amplification app that works with
the inline microphone on the iPhone headphones. Awareness
feeds the ambient sound into your headphones and amplifies it
so it is easier to hear. VoiceOver support for students with both
hearing and visual disabilities can be added to the app with an
in-app purchase of A$0.99.

• Dragon Dictation
Free
A hearing person can use Dragon Dictation to communicate
with someone who has a hearing loss by converting their
speech to text with this app. The person with the hearing loss
can type answers using the onscreen keyboard. While not perfect, this method of communication can be helpful in a pinch
when no other options are available.
CO1055 • 9781760011055 • © 2014 Hawker Brownlow Education
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3. Tap Sounds in the upper-left corner, choose a ringtone that will
play when the timer ends and then tap Set.
4. Tap the Start button to start the timer.

Weather
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Checkpoint 1.3—Offer alternatives for visual information.
The built-in Weather app is a quick way to find out what the
weather outside is going to be like so you can dress appropriately.
The app is especially helpful for people with visual disabilities
because it is compatible with VoiceOver. It also has a simple layout
and good contrast for people with low vision.
The information provided by the Weather app is also accessible
with Siri on the third-generation or later iPad. To hear the weather,
ask Siri, “What’s the weather going to be like today?” or a similar
question. Siri will then present a visual that shows the temperature
and weather conditions (this visual is accessible with the VoiceOver
screen reader).
In addition to the built-in weather app, another great option for
weather information is iDress for Weather (A$1.99, www.pebroproductions.com/idress-for-weather/). This app was specifically
designed to support individuals whose cognitive processing or
memory is affected by a disability (such as autism or other developmental disabilities) or has changed due to an injury or illness
(such as a traumatic brain injury, stroke, Alzheimer’s Disease, or
dementia). The app has a clean, uncluttered interface and presents
the weather information visually as a scene that represents the current weather conditions, with the temperature displayed at the top
of the screen as a large, easy-to-see number. A unique feature of this
app is that it will display the clothing that would be appropriate for
the current weather conditions, and this clothing can be customised
with images that represent students' personal clothing. They can
also define personal interpretations of temperatures by customising
the parameters for hot, warm, cool, cold and very cold in the settings.

Time Management Apps
Checkpoint 6.2—Support planning and strategy development.
Checkpoint 6.3—Facilitate managing information and resources.
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